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ETHICS 

The BACB have set guidelines and standards that all Behav-

iour Analyst (BA) should strive to meet. These guidelines out-

line the responsibilities of a BA and appropriate conduct to 

ensure professionalism and prevent ethical dilemmas. Each 

Section will be discussed as they appear in the BACB docu-

ment ‘Guidelines for Responsible Conduct for Behavior Ana-

lysts’  

The first guideline is Responsible conduct of the BA to pro-

vide services to a high standards. It is important that the BA 

provides services within their competence and they rely on 

empirically based research to inform their decisions. If a BA 

tries to work outside the boundaries of their knowledge 

there is a risk it will causes harm to the client. If asked to ad-

vise outside your competence it is expected that the BA will 

explain that they are unable to advise and to recommend a 

professional that has relevant knowledge and expertise. It is 

also important for a BA to continue to develop themselves 

professionally, by reading literature and attending confer-

ences or workshops. These points regarding competence is 

highlighted by Houten et al (1988) when they discuss that 

individuals have “a right to treatment by a competent Behav-

ior Analyst”, emphasising knowledge and expertise. Other 

points within this guideline discuss relationships with other 

professionals and clients. Maintaining a professional relation-

ship with others is crucial. BAs should not engage in behav-

iours that exploit others or is discriminative.  

The next guideline discussing the BA responsibility to their 

clients. The client is anyone that the BA provides services to. 

As mentioned in the previous guideline the BA should only 

accept clients whose services fall within their competency 

and the BA is able to be committed and competent. Be hon-

est about your capabilities and your availability. If you’re 

schedule is extremely busy and you accept an additional cli-

ent, then the standard of your services is likely to be hin-

dered.  Also the BA must obey the law, provide accurate cre-

dentials and comply with criminal background checks 

(Disclosure and Barring services—DBS for the UK). A BA must 

remain confidential, obtain consent if using recordings and 

keep all records safe. The BA must advise the client on appro-

priate interventions, considering scientific validity, risks, costs 

and client preferences. This guideline also discusses fees 

(written terms, not misrepresent fees) and interrupting or 

terminating services. It is important when terminating or inter-

rupting services that the BA makes efforts to plan for this and 

intends to prevent any harm to the client during this period.  

The guideline titled ‘Assessing Behavior’ discusses the im-

portance of the assessments used by the BA. The BA must 

conduct behaviour assessments appropriately and eliminate 

any other possible antecedents causing behaviours 

(medication side effects, pain, etc). Houten et al (1988) discuss 

that clients have the right to a diagnostic evaluation that as-

sess the factors delaying learning or concern behaviour. The 

BA must obtain consent, use functional assessments appropri-

ately and to provide accurate information. The BA must pro-

vide the results and explain the results using language that is 

appropriate to the client (whether it is the person assessed or 

their legal guardian) and the programme objectives must be 

outlined in writing, before implementing, and any potential 

risks explained. 

‘The Behavior Analyst and The Individual Behaviour Change 

Program’ outlines the ethical issues surrounding the BA’s re-

sponsibility to each programme.  This guideline discusses  en-

vironmental elements that may impact the programme. The 

BA must strive to use reinforcement as opposed to punish-

ment if possible, although it’s important to avoid harmful rein-

forcers (for instance, large consumption of food high is sugar 

or salt, cigarettes, etc.). It is important that the BA considers 

the risk-benefit ratio when making decisions regarding rein-

forcers and punishment. As Feldman (1990) discusses the ethi-

cal issues surrounding reinforcement and punishment and 

states that all BAs “should maintain a positive bias reflecting 

the least restrictive model” and that it is a disservice to deny 

clients the most effective treatment, even if that requires a 

punishment procedure. (Remember: Punishment is defined as 

resulting in a decrease in behaviour). The BA ensures data 

collection occurs to allow the programme to be assessed and 

makes decisions regarding the programme based on the data. 

Houten et al (1988) also discuss the importance of choosing 

functional skills that promote independence and to have on-

going evaluation of the programmes. Any changes to the inter-

vention should be explained to the client. Termination of a 

programme would be outlined base on established goals that 

are met following the completion of the programme. Barrett 

et al (1991) discuss the rights to education and state there are 

3 important points that the intervention should 1: increases 

acquisition, 2: benefit the client and society, and 3: use posi-

tive as opposed to coercive procedures. These points can also 
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guide a BA when designing an intervention. 

The next guideline is relevant to supervising and teaching 

other professionals within a Behavioural Analytical capacity. 

This involves developing an appropriate training programme, 

that is complete and complies with requirements. The BA 

must provide clear objectives, a description of the require-

ments of delegates and how they will be evaluated.  Feed-

back must be given (once every fortnight) and must be func-

tional for the student and also positive reinforcement must 

be delivered by the BA. It is important to utilize the principles 

in teaching  and ensure that the requirements of the supervi-

see are within their repertoire.  

The sixth guideline discusses issue that have been highlight-

ed previously, including the importance of working within 

you competency, accepting reasonable commitments and 

developing interventions that are beneficial. It also explains 

the importance of improving the well-being of employees 

and developing interventions that benefit employees. 

The next guideline discusses the responsibility of the BA to 

the field. These include upholding the ethical values and be-

ing familiar with these codes of conduct, making the meth-

odology available to the public and discouraging profession-

als from misrepresenting themselves. The eighth guideline 

relates to violations of ethic conduct with colleagues by 

bringing it to their attention and following the appropriate 

procedures to ensure the safety and well being of anyone 

who could be put at risk.  

The BA has a responsibility to society. This guideline focuses 

on the positive promotion of the field to society and sup-

porting  it’s empiricism. Public statements must comply with 

the guidelines  and must not be false of deceiving. If a BA 

uses a media base to provide teaching or development they 

must be appropriate and base on behaviour analytical princi-

ples.  

The tenth and last guideline discusses the ethical considera-

tions for a BA conducting research, considering informed 

consent, payments, debriefing, etc. If you are conducting 

research ensure you review the guidelines for important eth-

ical guidelines. For further reading a recommendation is 

‘Ethics for Behavior Analysts’ by Jon Bailey and Mary Burch 

as it breaks down the guidelines and uses case studies to 

develop your understanding.  
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EVENTS 

The Experimental Analysis of Behaviour Group (EABG) confer-

ence is coming to University College London on 30th-31st 

March 2015. It costs £70 for full registration for attendance, 

although discounts are available for presenting delegates or 

students. There will be workshops held on the 1st of April. For 

more information go to http://eabg.bangor.ac.uk. 

A two-day workshop is being held by Skybound Autism Therapy 

in Bristol. The workshop will be presented by Mary Barbera is 

titled  ‘Understanding Implementing effective Autism Program-

ming from toddlers to teens’.  The workshop will be on the 6th 

and 7th of May and costs £225 (early bird price until 28th Feb-

ruary—plus booking fee) or £250 after the 1st of March. For 

more information and to book go to:  

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/understanding-implementing-

effective-autism-programming-from-toddlers-to-teens-tickets-

15155888671 

The BILD PBS International Research and practice Conference is 

being held in Dublin, on the 6th, 7th, 8th of May 2015. They 

have many knowledgeable speakers joining them to discuss 

research and development within the field of PBS (Positive 

Behaviour Support). The cost of the workshop depends on the 

package you chose. If attending the 6th (the pre-conference 

symposium) will cost £50, and to attend both the 7th and 8th 

(plus refreshments and 1 bed and breakfast) will cost £650 for 

non-members. Click here for more information. 

Ambitious about Autism have announced many new dates for 

2015. There is a workshop on the March discussing supporting 

children with Autism into adulthood.. Be sure to go to their 

webpage to find out more and see all available dates. 

Jigsaw School are offering numerous workshops and open 

mornings for professionals and parents.  There are a variety of 

dates available, including a workshop titled “Introduction to 

Verbal Behaviour on the 5th March, so please go to their web-

site to find out more. 

Knopse ABA is offering two workshops for delegates to learn 

more about Applied Behaviour Analysis - Verbal Behaviour 

(ABA-VB). The workshop is split into two parts and part 1 will 

be 12th-13th June and part 2 on the 14th-15th June. The work-

shop will be help in Hannover, Germany. For more information, 

go to the website for a break down of topics covered within 

the workshop, and for contact details if you wish to book a 

space, click here for more information. 

Peach are offering many courses across 2015.  Courses are typ-

ically £65 per day (one two day workshop costs £130). There is 

a Lead Tutor training course on the 10th March (Ascot) and an 

initial tutor training course on the 20th and 21st of May 

(Manchester). For more information regarding other work-

shops (some workshops are being held at a Manchester loca-

tion), then please go to their page.  

http://www.bild.org.uk/our-services/events/pbs-conference-2015/?dm_i=6N7,343AA,4AYL4R,B5VN8,1
http://www.ambitiousaboutautism.org.uk/page/what_we_do/training/training_programme.cfm
http://www.jigsawschool.co.uk/events/
http://www.jigsawschool.co.uk/events/
http://knospe-aba.com/cms/us/workshops/workshop-schedule.html
http://www.peach.org.uk/index.php/professional-services/training-courses/


Remember to contact us at our email account  

busyanalyticalbee@gmail.com and like our Facebook 

page and Twitter page @AnalyticalBee 

Next month we will be looking at the mand training, 

so be sure to subscribe so you receive the next ex-

citing  edition.  

To subscribe email ‘SUBSCRIBE’ to our email account. 
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NET IDEAS  

Bowling is a great game that can be used to generalise 

many skills. Bowling is a simplistic game that promotes im-

portant play skills like turn taking (Play 13b; Social 11c) and 

shared attention (Mand 13b, 13c). There is opportunity to 

contrive mands for my/your turn, bowl, ball etc. (Mand 7b, 

7M). You can also use 2D pictures of new targets on the 

skittles to generalise matching, receptive or tacts. This 

would also be a great opportunity for generalising tacts of 

actions and adverbs (Tact 13b, 13e, 14c). It also promotes 

motor skills, by increasing accuracy (play 12M) and motor 

Imitation targets (MI 2a, 9d). Intraverbals could be general-

ised around the pictures used, or could be part of the game 

ready steady—”go”, Let’s roll the-”ball” (IV 12M). You can 

also use this game for a great opportunity to practise nu-

meracy by counting (Math 12d) and adding scores (Writing 

14c).  

Sundberg, M. L. (2008) Verbal behavior milestones assessment 

and placement program: The VB-MAPP. Concord, CA: AVB Press 

STUDY TIPS 

Quizlet.com is a great website that has flashcards and games 

for revision for the BCBA. The games are particularly inter-

esting as you have to match terms to their definitions in a race 

to clear the screen (scatter game) or to type in definition or 

terms to match what is scrolling across the screen (race). This 

will definitely increase your fluency and allow you to mix up 

your study strategies. Have a break from your text books and 

have a go at either of these games. Also there are printable 

flash cards available. Check out http://quizlet.com/45925084/

bcba-flash-cards/  

TERMINOLOGY 

Stimulus equivalence was demonstrated by Murray Sidman 

and is defined as the development of untrained relations 

between stimuli. A stimulus-stimulus relation is taught and 

the emergence of an untrained relation is the essence of 

this phenomena, for example if A = B and B=C are taught, 

then A=C will emerge (transitivity). Stimulus Equivalence is 

defined by either symmetry, reflexivity or transitivity.  

Reflexivity: is when a relation emerges without training or a 

history of reinforcement. For instance the child matches a 

picture to it’s corresponding picture when scanning a field 

of stimuli.  

Symmetry: is the reversal of a trained stimulus relations, for 

example A=B, so B=A. An example of this would be teaching 

the label for a picture. When this relation is reversed the 

client will select the picture upon hearing the spoken word. 

Transitivity: is explained in the example above. If A = the 

spoken word, B = the picture and C= the written word. The 

client would be taught to select the picture upon hearing 

the word (A=B) and to match the picture to the written 

word (B=C) and then the selection of the written word upon 

hearing the spoken word would be tested (A=C). 

PRODUCTS 

This month we are looking at your must-have books. These 

books are definitely a look, whether you need ideas for tar-

gets and programmes, or you need to conduct an assessment 

or wish to develop your understanding.  

To see all of the products, go to : http://www.amazon.co.uk/

registry/wishlist/20SEF483SMO4S  

PEOPLE WHO INSPIRE US 

Donald Baer, one of the authors of ‘Some current dimensions 

of Applied Behaviour Analysis’, has made a fantastic contribu-

tion to the field.  He was born in Missouri, in 1931. His family 

later moved to Chicago and he attended the University of Chi-

cago, where he received his doctorate degree. He began work-

ing at University of Washington with Sidney Bijou. Together, 

Baer and Bijou investigated the effects of reinforcement con-

tingencies on children’s development. Due to a disagreement 

between Baer and his colleagues, regarding research using 

Skinnerian approaches and single-subjects design, Baer left 

University of Washington. The University of Kansas had just 

developed a new Department of Human Development and 

Family Life, who was being managed by Baer’s good friend 

Frances Horowitz . Horowitz convinced Baer to join and devel-

op a new doctoral programme. The research Baer conducted 

there then began to shape Applied Behaviour Analysis. Follow-

ing this establishment of ABA, the Journal of  Applied Behav-

iour Analysis was produced and the first issue included "Some 

current dimensions of Applied Behaviour Analysis".  He contin-

ued his work, conducting further studies investigating devel-

opment and learning in children with developmental disabili-

ties.  Donald Baer also received many rewards and honours 

throughout his career. The work done by Baer really shaped 

the field of Applied Behaviour Analysis and is still relevant and 

referenced to today. Baer worked until he passed away in 

2002.  Lastly, one of his most famous quotes; 

"That there could be a science of behavior, of what we do, of 

who we are? How could you resist that?" 

Baer, D. M., Wolf, M. M., & Risley, T. R. (1968). Some Current Dimensions of 

Applied Behavior Analysis. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 1, 91-97 


